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Abstract 

As a petro-state, the Republic of Kazakhstan is the largest 

greenhouse gas emitter in Central Asia. While the republic has 

a vast cumulative potential of renewable energy sources, the 

latest data indicates that the share of renewable energy sources 

in electricity production remains low at 2.3% in 2019. This 

paper aims to explore the energy security implications of 

Kazakhstan’s target of raising the share of renewable energy 

source to 50% by 2050. Building on existing work on energy 

for sustainable development, our research question is: how 

does diversification of energy sources in Kazakhstan affect 

the republic’s pursuit of energy security? Brazil’s 

accomplishment in energy diversification as an oil-exporting 

country is used as a case study, demonstrating the growing 

trend, and risks, of regional electricity integration to forge a 

sustainable and coordinated energy security policy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of geopolitics has perpetually been keen on 

energy-related subjects since conventional energy sources like 

natural gas, oil, and coal constitute physical geographical 

variables of strategic significance, providing the advance of 

great powers, the development of alliances and, in several 

cases, to the appearance of disputes and wars. Given Michael 

Klare (2002), energy resources will certainly substitute 

military power. Moreover, it will be the reason for armed 

fights and nations would even utilize military power  to 

control energy resources.[1] The unequal geographic 

distribution of coal, oil and natural gas reserves creates a clear 

separation between net-exporters and net-importers, setting up 

oligopolistic markets where producers hold considerable 

market power and where consumers secure access to 

resources. In this connection, countries, along the global 

supply chains of petroleum, can be divided into three 

categories: i). energy-exporting nations (Saudi Arabia, Russia, 

the United States, Venezuela, etc.) whose economies 

dependent on energy revenues; ii). energy-importing nations 

with high energy consumption (Japan, EU countries, China, 

India) notwithstanding their own energy resources; iii). transit 

countries are holding strategic positions or maritime 

chokepoints (Georgia, Turkey, Singapore, etc.) for energy 

transport. A pattern of interdependence is developed when 

energy is traded between exporting and importing countries 

via pipelines or shipping routes. The importance of fossil fuels 

in universal trade can barely be exaggerated neither can their 

crucial role in feeding industrial processes and advanced 

economies be overlooked.  

However, technological advances unlocked new resources and 

brought about significant changes in global energy markets. 

The expansion of renewable energy resources can modify 

energy dependencies between current producers, consumers, 

and transit countries. As its resources (in the format of 

sunlight, wind, rain, tides, waves, and geothermal heat, etc.) 

are widely distributed, supply-side geopolitics are expected to 

be less influential than in the fossil-fuel era. Nations that 

today rely massively on fossil fuel imports can utilize 

renewable energy to secure strategic and economic interests. 

The growth of its deployment in the power sector has already 

outpaced that of any other energy source, virtually at the cost 

of nuclear power and coal. Where this is happening, pricing 

dynamics in wholesale power markets are remarkably 

shifting — generally, pushing energy costs downwards. 

Significant changes that are occurring in the global energy 

system will be able to affect nearly all countries and have 

vast-ranging geopolitical outcomes, including the emergence 

of new energy leaders around the world, changing patterns of 

trade and the development of new alliances.
 

The notion of Kazakhstan as a bridge transcending geographic 

regions and civilizations is presented as a justification for the 

republic's multiple international engagements. Its multi-vector 

foreign policy, as displayed in its engagement in multilateral 

organizations and also in its bilateral relations, has profited 

the republic without creating adversaries in international 

politics. Its vast coal, oil, natural gas and uranium reserves 

have enabled it to gain leverage in managing difficult relations 

with neighbouring Russia and China, and form a strategic 

partnership with the United States and the European Union. 
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Home to the world’s 12th-largest oil reserves, Kazakhstan 

might well appear to possess low motives to invest in 

diversifying away from fossil fuels. Oil exports have been 

running the economic development of Kazakhstan for roughly 

thirty years. Including an extraordinary 40-year reserves-to-

production (R/P) ratio for oil, 35 R/P for natural gas, and 150 

R/P for coal, it is no wonder that fossil fuels have primarily 

reached the growth in domestic electricity consumption.[2] 

Such overwhelming reliant on exhaustible energy resources 

has placed Kazakhstan at 60th (out of 128 countries) on the 

2019 World Energy Security Rankings by the World Energy 

Council, far below the renewable-intensive Nordic states such 

as Sweden, Denmark and Finland.[3] Coal alone is 

responsible for covering more than 70% of the republic’s 

electricity demand, making Kazakhstan also the world’s 14th-

largest emitter of greenhouse gases per capita in 2018.[4] 

When First President Nursultan Nazarbayev announced that 

the republic would implement green economic policies 

through its “Strategy 2050” development plan in 2012, 

Kazakhstan has established itself a challenging aim: it seeks to 

be one of the top 30 competing developed countries 

throughout the world by 2050 whereas gradually "greening" 

vital economic sectors. Renewable energy policy has since 

been developed in a decidedly top-down fashion as best 

illustrated in signing the Paris Climate Change Agreement in 

2016 and the “future energy” theme of the EXPO 2017 Astana. 

The republic’s National Concept for Transition to a Green 

Economy also sets a bold timeline to move from under 1% 

renewable energy sourcing when it was adopted in 2013 to 

3% by 2020, 30% by 2030, and 50% by 2050, promoting a 

more decentralized, balanced and environmentally friendly 

energy supply system.[5] With an active adoption of a new 

legal framework and an auction system for renewable energy 

projects to attract foreign investment for the energy transition, 

since 2014 electricity generation at new solar, wind and small 

hydropower plants has increased by 155 times, while their 

total installed capacity has reached 1042 megawatts (MW), or 

about 2.3% of the total installed capacity of all power plants 

operating in the country, making the 2020 target achievable.[6] 

This recognizes not only the republic’s abundant fossil fuel 

sources but the highly favourable geography for renewable 

energy development. 

This paper aims to explore the energy security implications of 

Kazakhstan’s target of raising the share of renewable energy 

source to 50% by 2050. Given Brazil is the world’s 9th 

biggest crude oil producers but with one of the highest global 

shares of renewable energy in its energy matrix, it is not an 

exaggeration to say that the country is seen as a global energy 

and environmental leader. Brazil’s accomplishment in energy 

diversification provides a valuable case study for Kazakhstan 

to pursue a sustainable and coordinated energy security policy. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS 

This section presents a literature review to address our 

research question. Besides clarifying key concepts and their 

relation, specific energy security issues faced by Brazil and 

Kazakhstan in association with renewable energy 

development are also reviewed. Since the study and practice 

of renewable energy in the context of international relations 

are a relatively new research topic, our literature review 

includes relevant academic papers as well as industrial reports 

produced by authoritative bodies to facilitate our analysis. 

Definition of energy security. The concept of energy security 

is notably hard to define due to different energy relationships 

among states as “importing countries”, “exporting countries” 

or “transit countries”. Yet, its core dimensions are relatively 

clear. At its narrowest, energy security is generally 

synonymous with “the uninterrupted availability of energy 

sources at an affordable price” as defined by International 

Energy Agency (IEA).[7] For World Energy Council, energy 

security is "to satisfy current and future energy requirement 

reliably, and bounce back quickly from system crashes with 

minimum disruption to supply.”[8] According to Bielecki 

(2002) energy security implies to present sufficient and secure 

supplies of energy consistently satisfying the need of the 

global economy at an affordable cost.[9] Bohi and Toman 

(1996) explain energy insecurity as the loss of welfare 

stemmed from a change in the cost or physical abundance of 

energy.[10] Percebois (2013) and Gnansounou (2008) 

emphasize on the importance of avoiding dependence and 

vulnerability to ensure energy security[11], while Winzer 

(2012) focuses on energy supply continuity, encompassing 

continuity of commodity supply, continuity of service supply, 

and the political-economic impact of discontinuity.[12] 

At its broadest, Sovacool and Mukherjee (2011) argue that 

energy security should include dimensions such as 

environmental sustainability, social acceptability, technology 

development and regulatory stability. Common issues are 

climate change and local pollution, public approval and equity, 

adequate investments in research and development (R&D) and 

networks, transparency and commitment in turn. The policy 

framework with which energy security must be guaranteed is 

controversial.[13] According to Egenhofer and Legge (2001), 

some decision-makers put their trust in market instruments for 

enhancing the energy supply matrix. In contrast, others 

recommend more governmental intervention claiming that 

markets fail to guarantee sufficient and continued levels of 

energy security.[14] Owen (2004) describes energy supplies 

security an essential element for the environmental, economic,  

and social aims of sustainable development policies. from his 

standpoint, energy security peril can be categorized as 

domestic and strategic system risks.[15] 

There are the four “As” of energy security (acceptability, 

affordability, availability, and accessibility) launched by the 

Asia Pacific Energy Research Centre (APERC, 2007)[16] but 

Cherp and Jewell (2011 & 2014) considered that these four 

factors do not adequately address security questions.[17] 

Hughes (2009) introduced the four “Rs” concept, clarifying 

that energy security must be on the basis of "review 

(understanding the problem), decrease (using less energy), 

replace (shifting to secure sources), and restrict (restricting 

new needs to secure sources)".[18] Dannreuther (2017) treats 

energy security as a value that is continually in dynamic 

conflict with other core values, highlighting the social, 

economic and political contexts which are essential for a fuller 

appreciation of contemporary energy challenges.[19] Cohen, 

Joutz, and Loungani (2011) argue that there is a relationship 
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between energy diversification and energy security.[20] 

According to Hu and Ge (2014), based on a China case 

application, the assessment of energy security is explained in 

terms of three aspects. The first aspect is the stability of 

energy supply, indicating the stability of meeting the energy 

security guarantee of standard requirements applied for 

national survival and development, which includes the ration 

of energy production and consumption, the diverse index of 

production, the risk index of transportation, market liquidity, 

foreign dependence, and etc. Another aspect is the security of 

energy usage, which implies that the use and consumption of 

energy must not endanger human survival and the 

development environment. This aspect includes energy 

consumption per GDP, renewable energy usage, carbon 

consumption, the structure of energy use, the economy. The 

final aspect concerns the stability of energy need, which is the 

basis of energy supply guarantee security, and the essential 

opening point for energy security investigation. It includes 

industrial energy use intensity, economic development, 

industrial structure, per capita consumption, and population 

growth.[21] 

International relations and energy security. As stated in the 

International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) report “A 

New World” (2019), concerns over energy security have 

marked the conduct of international relations, the formation of 

alliances, protection of national interests and defence 

planning.[22] As a policy problem, Yergin (1991, 2006) 

argues that energy security emerged in the early 20th century 

in connection with supplying oil for armies and is assessed as 

an issue of power interest that has become a question of 

national strategy.[23] According to Shaffer (2009), when the 

strategic importance of energy security coincides with 

different leverages of countries with different roles in the 

energy game as producers, consumers and transit countries, 

the interaction between energy security and foreign policy 

becomes  inevitable. To the extent that the states are 

interdependent in energy, their foreign policies and energy 

strategies are also interlinked. The physical ties through 

expanded energy infrastructures and political ties through 

long-term contractual commitments between suppliers and 

consumers create “room for politics.”[24] Müller-Kraenner 

(2008) comments that, ensuring the uninterrupted and 

affordable energy supplies at the domestic level, defining the 

rules of the game for the energy markets now and in the future 

at the international level are today’s tough realpolitik. Thus 

“alliances are formed not with those that we like, but with 

those that we need.”[25] 

As the world has rapidly moved into an era of renewable 

energy, according to Scholten (2019), the study or field of the 

geopolitics of renewable energy is at its very essence about 

how the geographic and technical characteristics of renewable 

energy systems shape interstate energy relations, i.e. the 

strategic realities and policy considerations of producer, 

consumer, and transit countries and energy related patterns of 

cooperation and conflict between them.[26] Hache (2018), 

from a macroeconomic point of view, claims that the new 

challenges induced by energy transition policies could 

paradoxically turn out being as complex as today’s geopolitics 

of energy. Local and decentralized relations could add a new 

geopolitical layer to current traditional actors. Technical, 

economic, sociological, behavioural, spatial and legal 

dimensions could also complicate the emerging puzzle. A 

massive diffusion of renewables into the world’s energy 

matrix could also lead to new, unexpected interdependencies 

such as dependencies to critical materials, a new geopolitics 

of patents and the implementation of a renewable 

diplomacy.[27] 

Renewable energy and energy security in practice. With 

energy security increasingly entangled with sustainable 

development and climate change mitigation, according to a 

joint report produced by IRENA and IEA (2018), renewable 

energy, in combination with energy efficiency, now form the 

leading edge of a far-reaching global energy transition. The 

growth of its deployment in the power sector has already 

outpaced that of any other energy source, including fossil 

fuels, which include oil, coal and natural gas. In many markets 

around the world, intermittent renewable energy sources — 

primarily wind and solar — are gaining an increasing share of 

electricity supply, mainly at the expense of coal and nuclear 

power. Where this is occurring, pricing dynamics in wholesale 

power markets are significantly changing — in general, 

driving energy prices downward.[28] A separate IRENA 

report (2019) proposes that, increasing energy security 

through renewable energy deployment may change the 

dynamics between energy exporters and importers. It will also 

diminish the role of oil and natural gas in international politics. 

Ensuring the security of energy supply becomes more a matter 

of domestic governance, rather than an international security 

priority. Countries that achieve energy independence will also 

be less vulnerable or beholden to their suppliers and will 

therefore be able to pursue their strategic and foreign policy 

goals more independently.[29] 

Olz, Sims and Kirchner (2007) comment that the contribution 

of renewable energy makes to energy security is less widely 

recognized in contrast to its variability. Their study thus aims 

to show how in electricity generation, heat supply, and 

transport, renewable energy can enhance energy security and 

suggesting policies that can optimize this contribution. They 

argued that, for those countries where growing dependence on 

imported gas is a significant energy security issue, renewable 

energy sources can provide alternative, and usually 

indigenous, sources of electric power as well as displacing 

electricity demand through direct heat production. Renewable 

energy sources also, usually, increase the diversity of 

electricity sources, and through local generation, contribute to 

the flexibility of the system and its resistance to central 

shocks.[30] 

According to Johansson (2013), renewable energy systems 

can improve some aspects of security, but they will not 

automatically lead to the removal of all types of security 

problems and new problems will most certainly arise. He 

argues that renewable energy sources do not suffer from the 

same long-term resource availability problems as finite fossil 

resources and their geographical location is less concentrated, 

but other issues such as dependence on variable flowing 

resources and competition for scarce land resources will grow 

in importance. Many security issues related to energy are also 

dependent on the energy carrier rather than the energy 
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resource and on the existence of effectively functioning 

institutions and regulations. New interdependencies will 

appear and will have to be handled within future international 

and bilateral institutional frameworks.[31] 

Abolhosseini, Heshmati and Altmann (2014) considers energy 

security as one of the main drivers for using renewable energy 

technologies, overcoming the level of insecurity due to supply 

disruption for fossil fuels and estimated costs associated with 

security improvement for nuclear power.[32] In this 

connection, according to a report produced by American 

Council on Renewable Energy (ACORE) in 2018, renewable 

energy provides a growing and vital contribution to national 

security. Unlike conventional methods of producing electricity, 

renewable energy generators do not rely on fuel supply chains 

that can be disrupted intentionally or by natural events. Unlike 

combustible fuels, renewable energy does not pose a risk of 

dangerous leaks or explosions that threaten human health and 

public safety. Renewable energy generation facilities can also 

be constructed within a short timeframe. Typically dispersed 

throughout different regions, they are also less vulnerable to 

acts of terrorism. Additionally, renewable energy generators 

enhance the reliability and resilience of the entire electrical 

grid during high-impact events, especially when combined 

with energy storage and other advanced grid technologies (i.e. 

smart grid). In cases where continuity of power supply is vital 

for national defence operations, renewable power and 

enabling technologies, such as storage, can be combined to 

form self-sustaining microgrids.[33] 

Scholten (2018) argues that the global transition to renewable 

energy will put electricity centre stage since renewable energy 

is overwhelmingly subject to electrification in supply and in 

usage. To reduce costs and to prevent shortages in the event of 

a still or overcast day, countries may develop a tendency to 

integrate their electricity grids regionally for an optimized 

electricity security cooperatively.[34] Moreover, while at first 

glance it might sound like adding too much renewable energy 

could destabilize the delicate balance of the electric grid due 

to its intermittency, Fares (2015) comments that renewable 

energy actually becomes more predictable as the number of 

renewable generators connected to the grid increases together 

with a mixture of sources that complement each other to 

roughly equal our total energy demand over the day. This is 

technically possible because continental wind energy tends to 

peak at night, coastal wind energy tends to peak during the 

day, and solar can peak at various times over the day, 

depending on which way it is oriented.[35] As a result, both 

Scholten and Fare agree that geographic diversity is decisive 

for sustainable renewable power generation. In this era of 

energy transition, globalized energy world is expected to 

gradually become more regionally focused, though global 

trade will continue. 

Renewable energy and energy security in Brazil. Brazil’s 

government is heavily involved in the energy sector: it owns 

half of Brazil’s major electric utility Electrobras, and half of 

the oil company Petrobras. President Bolsonaro said, “electric 

power is vital, and therefore cannot be handed over to other 

countries,” and he added “I’m in favour of privatizing many 

things in Brazil, but not in the energy sector.”[36] A 2014 

research, conducted by Swedish Agency For Growth Policy 

Analysis, comments that energy security or energy supply 

assurance, preferably from internal sources (so as to limit the 

effects of international supply shortages), has been a long-

standing goal of the Brazilian government. The successful 

National Alcohol Fuel Program (ProÁlcool), launched 

following the 1970’s oil crisis, is one example of how past 

government actions were geared towards assuring internal 

supply of energy. Together with the availability of 

hydropower in its primary energy matrix, the country has been 

able to achieve significant sustainable development while 

keeping its CO2 emissions related to the energy-sector at 

relatively low levels.[37] Pereira et al (2012) illustrates that 

Brazil possesses major potential in terms of renewable energy 

resources (solar, wind, biomass and hydropower) and Pre-Salt 

fossil resources (destined primarily for export). These sources 

form most of the Brazilian strategy aimed at satisfying the 

demand for 6300 MW of fresh capacity per year arising out of 

projected economic growth of 5% per year over the next 10 

years.[38] Santos (2018) presents an overview of concepts and 

policies related to energy security and regional integration in 

MERCOSUR (South American regional economic 

organization), of which Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and 

Uruguay are member states. Focusing on MERCOSUR 

countries, including Venezuela and Bolivia, a general 

comparative analysis was carried on the energy markets and 

the physical infrastructure of these countries (and of South 

America, as a whole). Framework Agreement on Energy 

Cooperation (2005) is a milestone, highlighting the possibility 

of concluding regional, sub-regional or bilateral agreements in 

the areas of (i) commercial exchange of hydrocarbons; (ii) 

interconnection of the electric transmission networks; (iii) 

interconnection of pipeline networks and other hydrocarbon 

pipelines; (iv) cooperation in the exploration, exploitation, and 

industrialization of hydrocarbons; and (v) renewable energy 

sources and alternative energy sources. Santos argues that 

MERCOSUR’s energy integration should be promoted 

because it reduces both the need to invest in the expansions of 

power supply and the socio-environmental impacts associated 

to electricity projects in the region, implying the priority in 

pursuing cooperative energy security for the continent.[39] 

Renewable energy and energy security in Kazakhstan. In 

Kazakhstan, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources 

was the responsible governmental agency for energy policies 

until March 2010 when it was dissolved and replaced by the 

Ministry of Oil and Gas and the Ministry for Industry and 

New Technologies, signifying the state’s prominent presence 

in the republic’s energy sector. Zhiyenbayev (2018) produces 

a study of Kazakhstan's energy security in the period of 2000-

2015 in 4 dimensions, namely “availability”, “affordability”, 

“efficiency”, and “environmental stewardship”. Renewable 

energy, although not specifically discussed, is embedded as 

one of the energy consumption indicators in “affordability”. 

The analysis indicates Kazakhstan has been the strongest in 

"availability" and "affordability", while weakest in 

"efficiency" and "environmental stewardship". The analysis 

also shows a strong co-dependency between energy security 

and economic security of Kazakhstan, which is caused by the 

large influence the fuel and energy complex of the country has 

on the whole national economy.[40] Mantel (2016) addresses 

the key aspects of energy security policy in Kazakhstan, 
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suggesting that an increase in the use of the renewable energy 

sources is crucial for reducing the country’s dependence on oil 

and gas supplies. Greater reliance on renewable energy would 

improve economic and environmental sustainability, ensure 

increased energy security, and help create the conditions 

necessary for enhancing collaboration in Central Eurasia, as 

well as cooperation with Central Asian and EU states, in the 

energy sector. By reviewing several dimensions of the 

Kazakhstan oil and gas industry and its impact on the 

country’s energy security policy, Mantel makes 

recommendation for measures that might prove effective for 

introducing new “green” technologies aimed at limiting 

consumption of non-renewable natural resources and 

introducing a larger-scale renewable energy production.[41] 

 

Hypothesis. This paper aims to examine the effects of 

diversification of energy sources in Kazakhstan on the 

republic’s pursuit of energy security. Our literature review 

resulted in a hypothesis with energy security implications: 

regional electricity cooperation and integration are essential to 

energy security with an increase deployment of renewable 

power generation. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK  

When analyzing the questions posed in this paper, the authors 

apply the case study method. A case study of Brazil helps 

identify the features associated with energy diversification in 

the context of the state energy security, providing a 

comparative examination of the assets and liabilities of 

renewable energy development in Kazakhstan. 

Based on the findings of our literature review, energy security 

is not equivalent to energy self-sufficiency or self-reliance but 

implies to the provision of a state with energy resources 

necessary for the functioning of the economy and the 

satisfaction of the needs of the population, and the availability 

of conditions for an effective and profitable trade exchange of 

these resources in the international market.[42] Energy 

security is thus a key component of national security for all 

states. Yet, due to their different relationships with energy as 

either “importing countries”, “exporting countries” or “transit 

countries”, energy policy and governance are not identical 

across the world. Typical concerns relate to the finite and 

geographically concentrated nature of oil and natural gas 

reserves, policies of diversification of source, origin, and route, 

price volatility due to political instability in producer 

countries, and a variety of technical, human, and natural risks 

to infrastructure. In this connection, avoiding dependence and 

vulnerability are key. For Kazakhstan, as an exporting country 

whose economy is primarily dependent on oil extraction, the 

commodities crash of 2014 and a growth slowdown in the 

republic’s two biggest trade partners, Russia and China, laid 

bare its overdependence on hydrocarbons and the persistent 

weakness of other sectors of its economy. The depletion of oil 

and natural gas reserves will also reduce its energy security 

sustainability in the long term. Diversification of its energy 

sources via development of alternative energy sources, 

especially renewable energy for a post-carbon economy, has 

thus become a strategic trend of transition in Kazakhstan. 

Neorealism plays a key role in the interpretation of 

international security, in which energy access is inseparable 

from state economic and military power, compositing national 

power. States regard capabilities as the ultimate basis for their 

security since they are unable to predict the intentions of other 

states, and the need to balance a hegemon provides the 

incentives for the disadvantaged states to cooperate.[43] 

Based on the notion that states are central actors in the 

international system, neorealists do not take into account of 

the international energy markets but see national power as 

crucial to security. However, market forces in the last few 

decades have been demonstrated through their decisive effects 

on the energy policy trends in accordance with the 

requirements of both consumer countries and energy suppliers. 

Two paradoxical but converging trends can be identified: on 

the one hand, the increasing role of liberal markets and non-

state institutions in energy security; and on the other, constant 

intervention of governments in the energy sector as part of 

national security strategies. For Kazakhstan, two possible 

scenarios can be conceptualized: the republic continues its 

reputation as a petro-state, focusing on energy exports in 

competition with other exporting countries for market share 

but also energy diversification by developing alternative 

energy sources as a gesture to follow the global trend of 

energy transition, or, most probably, strives to develop both 

directions in parallel to maximize its energy security and 

strengthen its economic adaptability with the member nations 

of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD). In both cases, the agenda involve 

stimulation for long-term investments, improvement in energy 

efficiency and management of problems in associated with oil 

and natural gas reserves depletion in the long term as First 

President Nazarbayev proposed in “Kazakhstan 2050 

Strategy”. 

Thus, the use of the case study method allows one to analyze 

the issues embedded in energy diversification in accordance 

with specific theoretical propositions. The case study method 

used in this paper is typical, seeking rival explanations and 

falsifying hypotheses with theoretical explanations. The 

comparative method enables us to detect analogies in cases, to 

reveal manifestations of certain phenomena and to study all 

possible variants in energy diversification in Kazakhstan. 

 

4. ANALYSIS OF ENERGY STRATEGIES IN BRAZIL 

AND KAZAKHSTAN  

In this section, we presents a brief overview of the energy 

strategies in Brazil and Kazakhstan, including the reasons 

behind their pursuit of energy diversification, the institutional 

change and policy framework for an optimized energy 

security, foreign and regional energy relations, and their 

favourable geographical conditions for renewable energy 

development. 

Energy strategy in Brazil. The discovery of oil and gas field 

in the province of Pre-Salt in 2007, considered as one of the 

largest in the world in the last three decades, opened a new 
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phase in the Brazilian petroleum sector. The country’s crude 

oil exports hit a record high in December 2019 with a total 8.7 

million tonnes of crude oil exported, boosted by the presence 

of major international oil companies that already hold 

operator status in Brazil.[44] However, Brazil’s process of 

energy diversification began in the 1970s when the country 

suffered intensely from the oil crisis. With the country 

importing around 80% of its oil consumption at the time, the 

military government that ran the country from 1964 to 1985 

adopted aggressive policies with the objective of minimizing 

Brazil’s dependency on imported oil.[45] Among these 

policies, the implementation of a national programme to 

produce ethanol from sugar cane as a gasoline substitute in 

1975 should be acknowledged as a milestone, as well as 

hydroelectricity development, nuclear power programmes and 

energy integration with the country’s neighbours.[46] Using 

alternative sources of energy, Brazil began a process of 

transition to a low-carbon economy. It is also noteworthy that 

significant changes had happened to the Brazilian energy 

sector after the fall of the military government with the 

beginning of the National Privatisation Programme in 1990, 

opening the electricity system to competition and private 

capital for new investments and increase of efficiency. Energy 

policy in Brazil is the responsibility of the Ministry of Energy 

and Mines, Ministério de Minas e Energia (MME). The 

Electricity Regulatory Agency, Agência Nacional de Energia 

Elétrica (ANEEL), is the regulating body for the electricity 

market and is also responsible for publishing and managing 

energy auctions and operating tariff-based schemes across the 

country. In the early 2000s the energy sector was further 

divided into regulated and unregulated markets to enable 

public and private investment, ensuring sufficient investments 

to accommodate Brazil’s growing electricity demand at about 

5% annually. According to the World Bank’s data, private 

energy investments increased considerably after 2009 

compared with the years before, from US$2 billion in 2004, 

US$11 billion in 2009 to US$31 billion in 2012, until the 

Brazilian economy experienced a contraction in subsequent 

years.[47] 

Government interventions have been used to achieve other 

energy policy goals in terms of renewable energy. The 

Incentive Program for Alternative Sources of Electric Energy 

(PROINFA), designed in 2002, aims at promoting the 

diversification of the Brazilian energy matrix, seeking 

alternatives to increase security in the supply of electricity, in 

addition to promoting increased electricity generated by 

sources such as wind, small hydroelectric plants, and biomass 

burning in the Brazilian National Interconnected Electrical 

System. This has been complemented by more generous 

prices paid at government electricity auctions for wind and 

other renewable power when a legal framework to utilize 

energy auctions was introduced in 2004. These auction prices, 

guaranteed by government, support the development of 

renewable technology that may be uncompetitive in the early 

stages. From 2002 to 2012, the programme accounted for 132 

plants, divided into 533 MW of biomass (21 plants), 

1,182MW of wind (51 units), and 1,157MW of small hydro 

(62 units) using 20-year contracts.[48] The intention is that 

these technologies will eventually become cost-competitive 

with hydropower to meet the growth in electricity demand in 

the regulated market, and/or to add supplementary energy to 

increase the system’s reserve margin. 

From 2012 to 2015, due to a three-year drought, uncertainty 

about water supply led to increased diversification in more 

nonhydroelectric generation technologies, making wind 

energy the second main source of energy in 2019 after 

hydroelectricity, with a target to reach 20 gigawatts (20,000 

MW) by 2022. The latest plan—Plano Decenal de Expansão 

de Energia (PDEE) 2027—focuses on a significantly 

increased expansion of solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity, 

while hydroelectricity capacity remains above 50%. The 

PDEE 2027 expects installed solar PV capacity to increase to 

8.6 GW by 2027, up from 2.5 GW in February 2019.[49] 

Brazil currently supports utility-scale PV development 

through energy auctions conducted by the National Electric 

Energy Agency. According to the Brazilian Ministry of Mines 

and Energy, installed power generation capacity is expected to 

reach 212 GW by 2024 and it will require around $101 billion 

in investments.[50] With the country being 8th in the ranking 

of countries by investment attractiveness for renewable 

energy[51], all of the major international major oil firms that 

operate in Brazil, including Exxon Mobil Corp., BP plc, Royal 

Dutch Shell and Equinor, have demonstrated their intentions 

to develop renewable energy projects in the country despite 

ample oil and gas reserves. Both Germany and China, two of 

the leading countries in renewable energy production, have 

also enjoyed strategic partnerships with Brazil respectively in 

pursuing energy efficiency at policy, financial and 

technological level.[52] 

On the basis of these developments, there is little doubt that 

Brazil has developed important resources in both fossil and 

renewable to fulfil its ever-growing energy needs. In the 

electricity system, Brazil has a total of 160 GW in installed 

capacity, of which 77% is from renewable resources, mainly 

hydropower. Natural gas and biomass represent 9% each, 

while nuclear accounts for nearly 2%.[53] A diversified 

generation capacity, the flexibility provided by the large 

hydroelectric plants, wind farms, solar farms, and the 

existence of interconnections with Argentina, Paraguay, 

Uruguay and Venezuela are factors increasing the country’s 

energy security. The World Energy Council places Brazil at 

19th (out of 128 countries) on the 2019 World Energy 

Security Rankings.[3]  

Energy strategy in Kazakhstan. Prior to independence in 

1991, Kazakhstan’s local petroleum-producing fields and 

electric power industry were managed exclusively by state-

owned enterprises. To revitalize stagnated industries and 

attract foreign capital to the country, the Kazakhstan 

government launched the privatization programme. While the 

concept of the state-owned (state owns at least 50% of shares) 

oil company was initially legislated in 1999 via the revised 

version of Kazakhstan’s Law on Subsoil and Subsoil Use, in 

1995 the privatization of power generation facilities was 

launched. Today, KazMunaiGas is the state-owned oil and 

natural gas company of Kazakhstan after merging Kazakhoil 

and Oil and Gas Transportation in 2012, and electric power 

production in Kazakhstan is carried out by 76 electric power 

stations of various forms of ownership. National Power Grid, 

which provides interregional and interstate electric power 
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network, remained in state ownership. National Company 

joint stock company KEGOC, comprising the national 

dispatch centre systems’ operator, has been established in 

order to manage this grid. The organizational design of the 

energy industry is divided into policy-making, regulatory and 

commercial functions: the government acts as a primary 

policy maker, the Ministry of Energy performs regulatory 

functions, and the state-owned and private companies in this 

triangle are supposed to mainly concentrate on commercial 

goals. 

Supported by robust oil production, Kazakhstan is one of the 

world’s most energy-intensive economies. However, the 

republic has been dependent on unsustainable resource use 

patterns. The predominance of extractive industries and the 

associated high levels of energy intensity risk significant 

damage to land, water, and to air quality in the republic. In 

2018, Kazakhstan was the 13th largest coal exporter in the 

world, 10th crude exporter and 22nd natural gas exporter.[54] 

Caught between the need for a favourable relationship with its 

chief export route Russia and the desire to engage with the oil-

thirsty European Union, United States and China, Kazakhstan 

attempts to position itself as a global crossroads through its 

“multi-vector” foreign policy that seeks to “balance the 

republic’s ‘diverse range of interests for a sensible 

equilibrium’” among its allies. However, while Kazakhstan is 

rich in natural resources with an energy policy attempting to 

achieve energy independence, its power sector needs 

considerable rehabilitation and upgrading to improve the 

efficiency of energy production and use. Kazakhstan’s 

densely populated south has long faced an energy deficit – in 

stark contrast to the north, which runs on a separate grid that 

has surplus generating capacity. More than 70% of 

Kazakhstan electricity and heating is generated by coal plants 

located in close proximity to coal mines in northeast 

Kazakhstan. Although north-south connections for the transfer 

of power exist, they are insufficient to supply southern 

demand with major efficiency losses of between 15% and 

33%.[55] Total available installed capacity thus falls below 

national energy consumption, especially in the depths of 

winter and the middle of summer when demand for electric 

heating and air conditioners grows exponentially. The 

Ministry of Energy specifically forecasts gradual increase in 

power shortage in the south every year[56], highlighting the 

reasons behind the blackout in Almaty, Kazakhstan’s largest 

city with an estimated population of 1.8 million, on July 15, 

2019 for over 3 hours. 

The question of nuclear power in Kazakhstan has been 

discussed for many years to produce energy that is 100% 

carbon emission-free to overcome the foreseeable electricity 

deficit. In his 2012 annual state of the nation address, First 

President Nazarbayev outlined “build up nuclear power 

industry and construct nuclear power plants” as one of the top 

ten projects to be implemented in the “Kazakhstan 2050 

Strategy”.[57] The impulses of the Kazakhstan authorities to 

construct the nuclear power plant are well understandable: the 

republic has been the world's leading uranium producer and 

exporter since 2009, and has possessed a stable and reliable 

nuclear industry when Kazakhstan and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inaugurated the international 

low-enriched uranium (LEU) Bank Storage Facility in 2017. 

However, while Kazakhstan’s peaceful use of nuclear energy 

can theoretically boost the republic’s capacity to use nuclear 

diplomacy as a niche, Kazakhstan is a leader in the world’s 

anti-nuclear movement because of its past as a nuclear test site 

for the Soviet Union. The probability of a nuclear accident is 

the key factor that makes the public stand against the 

construction of a nuclear power plant[58], favouring 

renewable energy development as an environmental-friendly 

alternative to solve the shortage of energy in the south, 

diversify its petro-centric economy and bring changes to its 

petro-state image.  

Kazakhstan’s topography is suitable for the development of 

renewable energy. More than 50% of the country, particularly 

in the country’s northern regions, has average wind speeds of 

between 4 and 6 metres per second, making them suitable for 

utility-scale wind farm development, whereas southern 

Kazakhstan receives consistently high levels of solar 

irradiation.[59] The latter is particularly meaningful for 

Almaty as the city is located in the country’s south and far 

from the majority of Kazakhstan’s existing power generation 

facilities. Developing new capacity from renewable energy in 

both the north and south could limit the need to transmit 

electricity over large distances and reduce efficiency losses. 

Although renewable energy is not directly mentioned in the 

Kazakhstan 2050 Strategy, “search and discovery of energy of 

the future” was featured separately from nuclear power 

development as one of the top ten projects.[57] 

While renewable energy is at its early stages, Kazakhstan is 

ramping up policy efforts to incorporate environmental-

friendly energy as part of the country’s future. It is one of the 

first countries in Central Asia to have built an institutional 

framework to transition to a green economy, having adopted 

an Ecological Code in 2007, Law on Supporting the Use of 

Renewable Energy in 2009, and the National Concept of 

Transition to Green Economy in 2013. Besides, in 2013, the 

government established the Financial Settlement Centre for 

Support of Renewable Energy Resources (FSC), a limited 

liability company registered under KEGOC, to buy all power 

from renewable energy operators under 15-year power 

purchase arrangements and then blend the renewable energy 

electricity to sell to conventional generators. Development of 

hydropower (especially small hydropower stations), solar and 

wind is an important component of this transition, and the 

republic plans to gradually decommission the aging 

infrastructure, install energy-efficient equipment and comply 

with strict environmental standards. In an effort to learn from 

international experiences, Kazakhstan became a member of 

the IRENA and ratified its charter in 2009. Moreover, it is 

partnering with international financial institutions such as the 

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) 

and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to bring its policies 

in line with international standards, reduce the incidence of 

corruption in key sectors and develop the country’s renewable 

energy infrastructure.[60] The republic’s hosting of EXPO-

2017 under the theme Future Energy was the result of 

Kazakhstan’s years-long efforts to seek a renewable energy 

future. Although finance remains a challenge for building 

renewable energy infrastructure in Kazakhstan, changes were 
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enacted to the “Law on Supporting the Use of Renewable 

Energy” with an auction scheme introduced in 2017, opening 

a gateway for financiers and developers, whom can be both 

legal entities created in Kazakhstan and foreign legal entities, 

to bring in investment, technical experiences and latest 

renewable energy technologies. Auctions are a process, 

organized and conducted by the auction organizer using an 

electronic platform, intending to select projects to be 

constructed and set prices for electricity from renewable 

energy sources. Moreover, competitive bidding helps drive 

down prices by increasing cost transparency, leading to 

reduction of procurement costs for renewable energy 

purchasers and subsidy costs for the government. 

In accordance with the Order of the Minister of Energy, the 

Kazakhstan Electricity and Power Market Operator (KOREM) 

joint stock company was named the Organizer of renewable 

energy auctions. The initial pilot auction, completed in early 

June 2018, resulted in 194 MW of renewable energy capacity 

being awarded. In October 2018, the second round of auctions 

resulted in the award of 664 MW renewable energy 

capacity.[61] In 2019, the total renewable energy capacity has 

increased to 1042 MW, making up 2.3% (mainly from solar 

and wind) of the total installed capacity of all power plants 

operating in Kazakhstan.[6] The World Energy Council places 

Kazakhstan at 60th (out of 128 countries) on the 2019 World 

Energy Security Rankings.[3] Energy diversification is slowly 

maturing in Kazakhstan’s laws and commerce, yet much 

remains to be done to strengthen the regulatory framework 

addressing control of emissions, use of renewable resources 

and increasing energy efficiency measures, while also 

working to improve public utilities and infrastructure 

challenge. The Astana International Financial Centre (AIFC), 

International Centre for Green Technologies and Investments 

and Astana Hub International IT and Start-ups Hub are some 

of the most important recent developments in the capital city 

Nur-Sultan. Fully-fledged in 2018 and located at the EXPO 

business centre, they were created to be promoting 

Kazakhstan’s accelerated transition to a green economy by 

fostering technology and best practices, business development 

and investments.[62] 

 

This brief overview demonstrates Brazil’s successful 

implementation of energy diversification since 50 years ago, 

while Kazakhstan is a beginner. Both are leading oil exporters 

in the world, largest in size in their region (South America and 

Central Asia) and classified as developing countries in need of 

foreign financial and technological assistance. Their pursuits 

of energy security via renewable energy sources reflects their 

common vision in building a sustainable and diversified 

economy. There are obvious differences in the size of their 

population, energy intensity and reasons for energy 

diversification, but Brazil appears to be more prepared for 

regional electricity cooperation and integration than 

Kazakhstan does. This contrast provides us an entry to test the 

validity of neorealism in addressing energy security, both 

nationally and cooperatively, in an era of energy transition 

with a large scale of renewable energy deployment added to 

the energy matrix. This case study of Brazil thus can provide 

significant reference for Kazakhstan to set its first priority and 

subsequent steps for an improved energy security, while 

preparing to approach its national target of increasing 

renewable energy to 3% by 2020, 30% by 2030, and 50% by 

2050 in its energy matrix. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

This section presents the results and discussions of the 

empirical analysis of our hypothesis based on neorealism, 

namely examining whether regional electricity cooperation 

and integration are going to be essential to Kazakhstan’s 

pursuit of energy security.  

The case study in Brazil indicates that South American 

countries are increasingly pursuing and benefitting from 

regional power system integration as an important strategy to 

help provide reliable, affordable electricity to their economies 

and citizens. In fact, their cooperative approach demonstrates 

the common incentives they shared for maximum national 

power as described by neorealism. Increased electricity 

cooperation and trade between Brazil and these countries has 

not only enhanced energy security but brought economies-of-

scale in investments, facilitated financing, enabled greater 

renewable energy penetration, and allowed synergistic sharing 

of complementary resources. The benefits of this cooperative 

approach are manifold.  

South American member countries in MERCOSUR began to 

integrate electricity and energy markets, mainly through bi-

national agreements and private activities, when the Tripartite 

Agreement Corpus-Itaipu was signed by Argentina, Brazil and 

Paraguay in 1979. Much of the regional electric trade comes 

from the fact that Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and neighbour 

Uruguay share several large hydroelectric dams: Yaciretá, 

Salto Grande, Chocón and Itaipu; but there are also important 

power line connections between northern Argentina and 

Brazil. Development of a portfolio of energy resources for 

supplying energy along with the development and 

maintenance of cross-border and domestic oil and gas 

pipelines, electrical transmission lines, and other such 

infrastructure are among the aspects of a sound energy 

security policy. Brazil, due to its geographical position and the 

size of its energy market, has a decisive role to play in the 

promotion of regional energy flows.[63] Combining 

widespread electrification and digital technologies on one 

hand and renewable power generation on the other can 

become a central pillar of energy and climate policy, given 

their numerous benefits. An Inter-American Development 

Bank report says that if the region increases renewable energy 

sources to 80% in its energy matrix and expands cross-border 

connections, South American countries could save billions of 

dollars in investments, avoid blackouts and reduce their 

greenhouse gas emissions.[64] For instance, Brazil’s 

significant wind energy potential at night could be linked with 

Bolivia’s, Peru’s and Chile’s solar energy potential in the day 

to create a continuous supply of electricity. Such 

interdependency via energy diversification further illustrates 

the common interest for Brazil and its neighbours to achieve 

energy security and financial benefits as a coalition.  

However, analyzing from a neorealist perspective, Brazil's 
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readiness to pursue cooperative energy security and 

integration with its neighbours can also be perceived as the 

country’s attempt to form a regional power bloc in South 

America under its leadership, counter-balancing U.S. 

hegemony in South America.[65] Since the early 2000s, 

especially under former President Lula da Silva (2003-2010), 

Brazil has set out to strengthen its position as a global player 

using the South American region as its springboard. To this 

end, Brazil has been making efforts to strengthen regional 

cooperation within MERCOSUR. Cooperative energy security, 

under this circumstance, can be understood as a political 

means for Brazil to assert itself on the international stage. 

It is noteworthy that neorealism also argues that security risks 

can be produced by the unpredictability of other states. 

Frequent power cuts in the Brazilian state of Roraima in 

March 2019 demonstrates the transnational effects of the 

unrests in Venezuela. Roraima is the only Brazilian state 

disconnected from the country’s national electricity grid. As a 

result, the northern region has largely depended on the 

importation of electricity from Venezuela since 2001. The 

Venezuelan authorities claimed the power cuts were the result 

of a U.S.-backed cyberattack, while Brazilian newspaper 

Estado maintained that the power cuts were caused by major 

strikes over wage debts in the Venezuelan state power 

corporation Corpoelec.[66] A massive power outage in June 

2019 also left swaths of South America at a standstill when 

lost electricity has been reported in all of Argentina and 

Uruguay, and parts of Paraguay, Chile, and Southern Brazil. 

Heavy rains in and around Buenos Aires was to blame but a 

failure of such epic proportions highlights the vulnerability of 

the interconnected South American power grid.[67] On this 

basis, cooperative energy security appears vulnerable in the 

absence of either infrastructure for efficient connectivity or 

political stability for a predicable supply to meet the domestic 

and regional demands. For developing countries of any 

geographic regions, energy security met by domestic 

resources should be a priority and remain a component of 

national capability building until a cooperative regional 

approach can be adapted when favourable conditions emerge 

among a group of countries.  

Energy relations of Kazakhstan with its neighbours appears to 

be a reverse of Brazil and MERCOSUR. Power trade and 

energy interdependence among Central Asian countries have 

declined dramatically since the collapse of the Soviet Union in 

1991. First in 2003, Turkmenistan disconnected from Central 

Asia Power System (CAPS) and then in 2009, Tajikistan was 

disconnected from CAPS. As a result, intra-Central Asian 

electricity trade plummeted by 92% between 1990 and 

2016.[68] This had caused widespread power outages notably 

in Tajikistan in winter and resulted in increased hydrocarbon 

fuel use by Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan in the 

summer. 

The five nations of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Central Asia—

Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, as well as Turkmenistan —are 

undoubtedly identifiable as a country, whose member states 

own more in common with one another than with outside 

neighbours. Whilst the outbreak of the current regionalism 

since the 1990s has resulted in the appearance of regional 

organizations in virtually the entire world regions; a reliable 

Central Asian integration project is absent. The Central Asian 

Cooperation Organization was terminated in 2005, and 

Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan entered the Russian-dominated 

Eurasian Economic Community and later on the Eurasian 

Economic Union. Hence, two of the five Central Asian 

countries engage in some form of regionalism now. However, 

Central Asia as such is nevertheless one of the few world 

regions which have not succeeded in establishing a regional 

organization by itself.
 

Regarding energy, the current tendency is that each of the five 

countries wants to ensure reliable and secure electricity to 

meet their citizens’ demand at the lowest cost by utilizing 

their individual domestic energy resources.[69] Kazakhstan’s 

renewable energy development shares a similar perspective. 

Despite an increase in foreign investment via energy auctions, 

the policy makers in the regions have not prioritized an 

integrated and improved regional power system that would 

add billions of dollars to the Central Asian economies, 

enhance energy security, economic stability, and lead to a 

cleaner environment. As explained by Mr. Bouadokpheng 

Chansavat, Senior Energy Specialist of The Asian 

Development Bank (ADB), “the Central Asian countries lack 

the institutional and technical capacity to optimally coordinate 

increased power trade, due to prevailing obsolete technologies 

and system forecast techniques that constraints real-time 

monitoring of new power system assets in the region and 

corresponding adjustments of power flows.”[70] Smart grid 

deployment, in this context, is at the heart of the power system 

evolution as it is inherently related to new technologies and 

intelligent energy management through the entire value chain 

from the generation to the consumers. Some industry experts 

have started calling this trend Energy 4.0 to highlight the 

magnitude of the transformation they expect will bring to the 

electric industry. However, according to the United Nations’ 

Department of Economic and Social Affairs, technical 

planning of a grid interconnection should be coordinated with 

economic, organizational, legal, and political aspects of a 

potential interconnection project from the outset of project 

consideration.[71] The challenge is thus not only subject to 

technological constrains.  

Nevertheless, the United States, through the United States 

Agency for International Development (USAID), launched the 

Central Asia Regional Electricity Market (CAREM) project in 

2018 to promote the region’s long-term energy security and 

economic growth, while serving as a platform for an expanded 

Central Asia-South Asia regional power market that will 

deploy the lowest-cost power in support of greater economic 

and social development. To date (February 2020), the United 

States has brought four of the five countries of Central Asia 

(except Turkmenistan) together to develop a regional energy 

market. In the next few years, the focus will be on increasing 

bilateral electricity trade agreements, establishing legal and 

regulatory agreements, and developing a regional operator and 

trading platform. At the memorandum of understanding 

signing In November 2019, USAID Asia Deputy Assistant 

Administrator Javier Piedra told the then Vice Minister of 

Energy of Kazakhstan Sungat Yessimkhanov, “we are pleased 

that your government [Government of Kazakhstan] has agreed 

with our recommendations on adopting new policy reforms to 
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accelerate renewable energy development. USAID stands 

ready to provide continued support on improving legislation 

and other technical assistance to promote the region’s long-

term energy security and economic growth.”[72] From the 

neorealist perspective with reference to the Brazilian case, 

Kazakhstan should acknowledge the first priority in building 

up its own capacity in power generation and infrastructure for 

transmission and distribution by utilizing the republic’s rich 

conventional and renewable energy reserves in to meet the 

domestic energy needs and settle the deficit in electricity 

supply. Regional energy partnership is only beneficial when 

the interconnected Central Asian power grid is upgraded to 

accommodate renewable energy sources and conventional 

power generation for an optimized and consistent electricity 

output. Energy diversification should be central to the 

republic's energy integrity and progress in industrialization, a 

tool for defending its political and economic interests in the 

foreign arena, and an important factor in ensuring energy 

security. Renewable energy, in particular, is a technology in 

which many advanced economies make their investments. 

Official development assistance in the energy sector is 

increasingly being directed to renewable energy sources. 

Apart from this U.S. initiative, since 2012 the State Grid 

Corporation of China has looked into the idea of connecting 

the power generation zones of Western China and Central 

Asia to the European electricity consumption market by an 

ultra-high voltage system of several thousand kilometres.[73] 

Besides enabling local Central Asian population to gain an 

equal and fair access to electricity, from the neorealism point 

of view, such concepts of regional electricity integration 

proposed and facilitated by outside major powers can 

potentially serve as geopolitical strategies intended to 

maximize their influence in the region. In fact, Russia and 

China play a twofold, yet critical role in defining the nature of 

regional cooperation in Central Asia. More specifically, 

Russia’s more exclusive and deeper regionalism may be 

contributing to the fragmentation of Central Asia. As for 

China, its economic power has not been sufficient to foster 

regional cooperation in Central Asia.[74] The U.S., India and 

the E.U. have all demonstrated interest in the area, but their 

engagement, arguably, cannot compare with that of Russia 

and China. On this basis, the main interests of Central Asian 

states, such as security, regime survival and perception of 

common adversary, have the tendency to be laying outside the 

region, producing a negative impact on the regionalization 

process. Time will tell if the intermittency of renewable 

energy and its rapidly growing deployment will become 

inevitable and strategic for Central Asian states to pursuit 

cooperative energy security and to facilitate electricity 

connectivity between China and Europe in the future. In the 

face of this global trend of energy transition, Kazakhstan 

should be active and flexible when handling the expansionist 

energy policy of China and other leading countries and 

developers in renewable energy with an approach similar to its 

renowned multi-vector foreign policy, so as not to become 

critically dependent on individual or groups of countries. 

Energy diversification, in short, is beyond optimizing energy 

security and generating clean electricity but creating a new 

industry, nurturing local specialists and serving as drivers 

towards a green economy and sustainable development in 

Kazakhstan. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Renewable energy is growing swiftly but fossil fuels continue 

to dominate the current global energy matrix. Kazakhstan’s 

target of raising the share of renewable energy sources to 50% 

by 2050 is more than an internal affair but has significant 

energy security implications extending to the whole Central 

Asian region. The era of carbon-intensive energy derived from 

the burning of fossil fuels is coming to a decline, and a cleaner, 

more reliable energy future based on renewable energy 

sources like wind and solar will be the new normal in 

Kazakhstan in the coming decades. Cutting-edge technologies 

and innovative approaches are already proposed and 

showcased in the format of renewable energy auctions for the 

lowest electric power prices and round-the-clock electricity 

via regional cooperation. This research paper has 

demonstrated that energy security of Kazakhstan benefits 

much from the republic’s efforts in diversifying its energy 

sources with prospects for an increase in foreign direct 

investment in its local power generation and infrastructure for 

transmission and distribution, sustainable development and a 

cooperative approach in dealing with regional issues. Yet, 

without a drastic upgrade to the domestic and regional 

infrastructure for energy transmission and distribution, 

Kazakhstan and Central Asia can become the weakest link of 

the increasingly interconnected world of renewable energy. 
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